Discover History and Culture in the Northeast Region of Chickasaw Country! Be sure to check
out more itineraries at our website, ChickasawCountry.com!
Purcell
Purcell is coined "The Heart of Oklahoma" and "The Quarter Horse Capital of the World". This
historic community boasts with old-country charm and originally from thriving railroad roots,
the town still offers the Amtrak Heartland Flyer, routing from Fort Worth to Oklahoma City.
Below we have provided a curated list of some of our favorite historical sites to visit in Purcell,
as well as some lodging options and restaurants to stop at while you are traveling between
museums, main street and other prominent Purcell locations. Enjoy!
Things to do:
Grand Canadian Theatre
The Grand Canadian Theater is an elegant venue with historical charm, offering a unique
space for weddings, parties, and social events. The venue is easy to access from I-35
directly into downtown Purcell. Additionally, the friendly staff offers event packages and
features trusted vendors for every budget. Treat yourself and your guests to a
memorable event at The Grand Canadian Theater or stop by why exploring downtown
Purcell to see a beautiful historical building that is still going strong!
Aunti Mae’s Antiques
The 9,000 square ft establishment has been remodeled to reflect the history of the 100+
year old building. The original ceiling is still in place, and under the floors, a cellar with a
tunnel was found. They suspect the tunnel was made during the prohibition era and the
opening can be spotted in the store. Today, the space is filled with rustic and chic decor,
oil and gas collectables, and many other reclaimed and repurposed items.
Butler’s Antiques
What was once the historic Hotel Love in Purcell is known today as Butler's
Antiques. Hotel Love was once a sixty-three-room hotel constructed in 1895 and stands
today in very close resemblance to the original state. The current owners have spent
years doing extensive restoration work to ensure the property looks authentic to its
original condition. The environment of the store is warm and welcoming and the

architectural detail is phenomenal. Each room is set up in a pleasing arrangement, and
the items in the room are arranged either according to color, theme or vignette. The
two-story antique store carries a full assortment of antiques and collectibles.
Places to Eat:
Happy Camper Café
A local favorite, this restaurant is best known for its made-from-scratch sides as well as
their main dishes, which include the potato salad, pork, pastrami and turkey, all of
which are smoked in house! They feature daily specials and offer seasonal favorites
throughout the year. After your meal, don't forget try one of their yummy desserts.
All in Diner
Locals enjoy the delicious food, specifically the burger and fries. Who would have
thought that such a simple dish could be done SO right? Next time you find yourself in
Purcell, make sure to stop by and enjoy a delicious bite to eat as well as a friendly
conversation with anyone of the friendly restaurant regulars
Places to Stay:
Ruby’s Inn & Restaurant
The prices of the restaurant and motel are reasonable and the servings are plentiful. Try
one of the menu specialties like a mouthwatering Chicken Fried Steak or Cheeseburger!
Also, if you are looking for a comfortable, affordable place to stay in Purcell, the Inn
features rooms that are comfortable, clean and budget friendly.

